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Humanities Sequences in a Global World 

 I spent six weeks total this summer (the last three of May and the last three of July) in 

Sewanee working with Dr. Huber on the topic of Humanities sequences. The Fund for 

Innovative Teaching and Learning (FITL), which funded my internship, allows students the 

opportunity to work closely with Professors on research or scholarly pursuits of mutual interest. 

Dr. Huber runs the Humanities sequence here at Sewanee, and I, being both an alum of the 

Humanities program and having an interest of my own in the subject, knew of his personal 

interest in knowing about the state of various Humanities sequences across the country and 

thus devised and proposed a research project based around the topic. 

 My goal was to determine whether or not Humanities sequences, which have 

traditionally taught Western culture and tradition, are being pushed by modern circumstances to 

incorporate a more global curriculum. The purpose in doing this was both for the scholarly 

pursuit, knowing the state of these programs and what is being taught, as well as to provide a 

comparison to Sewanee’s program (i.e. to determine if our Western Traditions and Criticism 

courses are becoming outdated).  

 I began the internship by means of sitting in on the annual Humanities team meetings, 

held each year during the week that follows graduation. During this week long series of 

meetings Humanities Professors reflect on how the course ran the previous year, create the 

syllabi for the following year, discuss the benefits of reading one work versus another, and 

determine what their pedagogical approach will be. The opportunity to observe the side of 

academics here at Sewanee that is rarely seen by students provided me with insight that I 

would most likely not have acquired without this internship. The purpose of being present for 

these meetings was to understand Sewanee’s program more thoroughly than I had before, as 

well as to understand the debates that must occur at each school that has a similar program.  
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 In the following week I requested Syllabi from about 32 colleges and universities within 

the U.S. I targeted programs that appeared to stress Interdisciplinary Humanities in hopes of 

viewing the syllabi in order to determine what works are being read in Humanities courses. 

Though I only received a small number of return emails, through resourcefulness and the 

Internet I managed to locate syllabi for enough courses to draw conclusions about whether or 

not Humanities sequences are becoming more global during the last weeks of my internship. 

 While I waited for responses (my third week), I busied myself reading recent publications 

(mainly articles) that deal with the topic of Humanities in a global world. I read around 25 

scholarly articles ranging on topics from pedagogy on Interdisciplinary teaching to whether or 

not the Humanities are dying because of their “failure” to remain relevant. Though many of 

these articles centered on the Humanities versus Humanities sequences, they allowed me to 

make the necessary comparisons when I began to draw conclusions at the end of my research. 

I spent the fourth week of my internship reading some more articles and rereading particularly 

pertinent parts of the ones previously read. Then I crafted a written piece in order to 

comprehend what I had learned via the articles and in order to decide how it applied to the 

syllabi I had glanced at.  

 The final two weeks of my internship were spent reviewing syllabi from a range of 

academic institutions. I compared the works listed as reading and compiled lists of what works 

are being read in what courses. This work served as the basis for my conclusion, as, in a way, it 

is my data. After evaluating each program individually and comparatively, I wrote a short piece 

about each that sums up the program, its goals, and whether or not it features any works that 

undoubtedly not of Western origin. I was then able to review my summaries as a whole and 

draw conclusions about whether or not Humanities Sequences are becoming more global. 

 In the end, I came to the conclusion that Humanities sequences, with a few notable 

exceptions, are not pushing towards globalizing their curriculums. In fact, most are merely 
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ensuring that their names make it clear that they only intend to cover Western topics, not 

humanity in general (which would include Eastern tradition, amongst many others). 

The fact that some of the programs I requested syllabi from never responded was a bit 

of a blow at first, but I came to accept that it was something I could not control. After putting 

forth my best attempts to communicate what I was looking for, being ignored by professors and 

institutions was disappointing. This low point in my work however taught me that when you are 

working with people, all you can do is put forth your best effort. You cannot control the fact that 

someone did not reply, and should not take it personally. It does not matter if you email a 

person weeks in advance, or twice, if they are not going to respond, they are merely not going 

to respond. Looking through the syllabi and making connections and comparisons was definitely 

the most rewarding part of my work. Knowing that I had managed to amass knowledge via 

articles and apply it to what I saw on syllabi was spectacular. The moments in which I put things 

together were the best part of reading hundreds of pages of articles and evaluating an endless 

pile of syllabi. Drawing conclusions from hours of work gave my project purpose and if I had not 

been able to do so, I feel that I would have found it almost impossible to continue working on the 

project. 

 With that said, as the summary of the work I did, I would like to progress to the impact 

the internship has had on me. Over the course of the summer I began to interact with professors 

and students more boldly because I realized how vital it was to be able to communicate clearly. 

The bulk of my research relied upon interviews and requesting syllabi, both require excellent 

communication skills if they are to be of help. As a result of having to communicate with the aim 

of clarity, I have noticed that my articulation has improved. I am much more capable of being 

concise and articulate than I was before this summer. Acquiring the ability to do this during 

conversation also impacted my ability to write in the same manner. Being made to write and 

rewrite my assessments of programs until they were clear, concise and poignant has already 

aided me in completing my course work this year. Having to manage a large number of 
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documents, emails and other correspondences such as phone calls, not only developed my 

communication skills, but also taught me a bit about organization. Before the internship I 

considered myself to be a highly organized person. I was correct in this assessment, but 

partway through the work I realized that being organized as a person does not make one 

organized enough to handle tons of paperwork and correspondences. The tactics I use to 

organize myself for class did not work and I was forced to assume new habits in organization. I 

learned how to prioritize emails and keep a research binder with only pertinent information, 

trashing information as it became inapplicable. To some extent I had to reform the way I 

structured my time as well. I learned how to apply this to other tasks as well. I began to read 

only pertinent or parts of pertinent articles to save time. Time management skills are essential to 

any project. I do not doubt that these are skills that will be useful to me both personally and 

academically from this point forward. 

  This internship has affected my career goals, perhaps not drastically, but perceptibly. 

Being given the opportunity to peer into a small bit of the academic life that students often never 

see allowed me to realize that I do not necessarily want to pursue academics, but will do so if it 

seems correct when the time comes to make that decision. As I developed my ability to 

communicate with others and overcame shyness I realized that I definitely want to work in a 

position that will allow me to work with people and to communicate. Since I have realized this, I 

have expanded my selection of possible careers to include those that feature dealing with 

people as key, such as translating or working in a job helping people.  

 Go into an internship with an open mind is the best piece of advice I could have been 

given when I started this summer. The purpose of stepping outside of the classroom and 

gaining work experience is to teach you. You are supposed to learn just as much as you would 

in a class and on top of that learn about yourself. Be ready to reform the way you think, 

reorganize and respond to what you are told by the work you are doing. 

  


